Notations and definitions are similar to those in [3] and we indicate them here. Let 5 denote the set of real numbers and R a complete normed algebra over the real field with norm | • | and unity 1 such that | 11 =1. The algebra of real numbers will be considered as a subalgebra of P. A function B from SXS into R is said to be order-additive (respectively, order-multiplicative) if (x, z) is in SXS and x^ySz or xs^ys^z, then P(x, y)+B(y, z)=B(x, z) (respectively, B(x, y) -B(y, z) =B(x, z)). Let OA+ be the set of all order-additive functions from SXS into the nonnegative real numbers and OM+ be the set of all order-multiplicative functions from SXS into the real numbers not less than one. Let OA be the set of all order-additive functions Ffrom 5X5 into P for which there is an a in OA+such that | V\ fia, and letOM be the set of all order-multiplicative functions W from SXS into P for which there is a v in OM+ such that | W-1\
B(x, y) -B(y, z) =B(x, z)). Let OA+ be the set of all order-additive functions from SXS into the nonnegative real numbers and OM+ be the set of all order-multiplicative functions from SXS into the real numbers not less than one. Let OA be the set of all order-additive functions Ffrom 5X5 into P for which there is an a in OA+such that | V\ fia, and letOM be the set of all order-multiplicative functions W from SXS into P for which there is a v in OM+ such that | W-1\
v -1. The set OB shall consist of all functions Pfrom 5 into R such that dF is in OA-where dF(x, y) is defined to be F(y) -F(x). Note that P is in OB if and only if P is of bounded variation on each bounded subinterval of 5. If (a, b) is in SXS, then (tp)™ is a subdivision of (a, b) if to = a, tn = b and tv-x = tv or tp-x = tp according to whether a^b or a>b. If h is a function from SXS to R, then a^2b &~X)' h= 2" h(tp-x, tp) and aHb ^~ITf h~ ITi h(tp-x, tp) and the limit is in the sense of refine- 
and ( Since dp is in OAI and ^Z"!^! =0 for each (x, y) in SYS, 
